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It’s been turbulent skies for US airlines for 
more than a decade now. And there’s little sign 
that things will smooth out anytime soon. In 
fact, major carriers continue to be driven to 
reorganization—with the recent Chapter 11 
filing by AMR a big case in point.

But what if a clear pathway (or should we 
say, “flight plan”?) to stability and growth lay 
ahead for those airlines willing to set a new 
course? What if carriers decided to stop relying 
on the same old Madison Avenue “strategies” 
offered up by the branding “experts” and go  
in a different direction?

Of course there is another way—one that 
starts with keeping the flyer first and relying 
on what real customers have to say about  
their preferences.

Indeed, companies—and, especially,  
consumer-centric ones like airlines—that  
design true, differentiating experiences 
around their products and services often win  
in the marketplace while enjoying a price  
premium over the competition.

This year’s Experience Radar insight report is 
intended to help you do just that—win in the 
marketplace by delivering a customer experience 
that attracts new profitable customers, keeps the 
ones you’ve got, and increases margins.

Experience Radar helps you locate two  
elements critical to pleasing your customers 
and growing your business: experience  
segments and experience enhancers.
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Experience matters.
In fact, you can build  
an airline around it.

• Experience segments are those natural 
groupings of air travelers that appear once 
survey respondents are categorized together 
by the features they value, their demo-
graphics, and behavioural profiles. They’re 
who carriers can build businesses around.

• Experience enhancers are those  
market insights that—when translated 
into practical actions—can create value 
for flyers. They’re what carriers might  
do to grow their revenue.

Experience Radar points the way to value 
—and profits—by honing in on ways to 
enhance how you serve all your customers, 
but particularly those most in search of an 
experience that’s second to none.

Best,

 
Paul D’Alessandro 
PwC US Customer Impact Leader

 
 

Jonathan Kletzel 
PwC US Transportation  
and Logistics Advisory Leader

About Experience Radar
PwC’s Experience Radar helps businesses search out and find 
the often hidden sources of value that drive truly exceptional, 
differentiating customer experiences.

By helping airlines rank their consumer features by relative 
importance to the flying public and potential economic benefit 
to themselves, Experience Radar locates opportunities to  
create value—pointing the way toward both top-line growth 
and bottom-line results.

This year’s study measures the experiences of about 6,000  
US consumers across 11 industries.1 The Airline industry 
survey was specific to US carriers and US domestic leisure and 
business travelers. The Experience Radar assigns value to a 
broad set of customer experience attributes broken down into 
industry-specific elements and then ranked by what target  
segments value most.

Our methodology employs an advanced conjoint survey tech-
nique to reveal insights that can be honed to extreme precision. 
Other, more traditional customer experience studies typically 
do not tie to “hard economics” like value measures, price  
elasticity and churn metrics. Experience Radar does.

While the results outlined in this report are at the industry 
level, PwC can use this same methodology to develop an  
Experience Radar study that is customized to your business.

1  Retail (apparel, footware & consumer electronics), Retail Banking, Payments,  
Healthcare Provider, Health Insurance, Airlines Leisure, Airlines Business,  
Hotels Leisure, Hotels Business, P&C Insurance, and Life Insurance
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Questions the 2012  
Experience Radar helps 
you answer

How much do your 

passengers care about 

comfort?

How do you attract 

business travelers?

How can you capitalize 

on the social nature of 

air travel?

What’s the best way  

to ease the frustration 

of travel delays?

What can you do to help 

your customers make 

purchase decisions?
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Here are just some of the most critical business  
issues facing the US, and global, airline industry.

Structural changes resulting 
in increase in costs, capac-
ity, price sensitivity of 
customers, and fluctuating 
demand has put pressure on  
profitability

Evolving distribution  
channels provide an  
opportunity to reduce 
distribution costs  
and improve customer 
experience

Merchandising provides 
opportunities to increase 
revenue by bundling, 
cross-selling, and up- 
selling ancillary services

Loyalty programs are 
important for generat-
ing revenue and staying 
competitive; providing 
more accrual and redemp-
tion options is a priority

Changing technology 
landscape is requiring the 
adoption of new tech-
nologies and replacement 
of decades-old airline 
legacy systems 

Convergence of airline 
business models is mak-
ing it increasingly difficult 
to differentiate services 
and maintain premium 
pricing

M&A and divestures  
are pressuring airlines 
to do deals to remain 
competitive and divest 
non-core assets

Joint ventures are still 
immature as a business, 
providing the opportunity 
to move off “excel spread-
sheets” for what are now 
multi-billion dollar 
businesses 

Fleet modernization is  
causing a major refresh 
of airline maintenance 
systems, slot planning, 
spare parts planning,  
crew systems, and route 
planning
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Airline industry  
challenges  
and opportunities

For the last decade, airlines have been focused on 

getting their costs under control—American being 

the last of the major carriers to use bankruptcy to 

accomplish that. Going forward, cost management 

will achieve relative parity across carriers so they 

will be looking to product & service and customer 

experience to drive increased revenue and profit-

ability. Generally speaking: 

• one-third to one-half of airline cost is fuel, 

which—outside of hedging—is often quite 

consistent across carriers 

• one-third is labor and those costs seem to  

be coming in line across the industry 

• the other one-third has been squeezed for  

every penny in the last decade. often having  

a negative impact on customer experience  

by reducing call center support, agents at  

the airport, etc.

Current issues



Flyers enjoy information transparency, are 
plugged into powerful social networks and 
digital purchasing agents, and have come 
to expect personalized experiences that 
dynamically shift with their needs.

A crystal-clear understanding of what flyers 
want, need and value most can point the way 
toward competitive advantage. 
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Putting the flyer first

A flyer-focused, values-based approach—
coupled with the quantitative “IQ” to examine 
customer experiences through an economic 
filter—can make all the difference between 
simply listening to what your passengers say 
and truly getting to know them.

The result? 
Differentiating, brand-defining travel  
experiences. Higher levels of satisfaction  
and loyalty. Lower customer churn and 
acquisition costs. Expanded market share. 
Sustainable revenue growth.

Today’s airline passenger—indeed, today’s  

consumer more generally—has in many ways  

out-paced, out-travelled, and out-maneuvered  

the carrier. 



How’s it different?
Unlike traditional market segmentation 
which is usually based purely on demo-
graphics, Experience Segments—the  
market segment groups identified by  
Experience Radar—are defined by the  
types of experiences they value.
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2012 experience segments
Experience Radar’s  
air traveler segmentation

How’s it done?
Respondents are pooled and divided into  
segments based upon the air travel features they 
value, behavioural dimensions (like usage rate 
and loyalty, etc.) and some demographic data.

How can I use it?
The Experience Segments identified in  
this report help you target your experience-
based offerings toward those who will  
value them most.

EXPERIENCE  
SEGMENT 5EXPERIENCE  

SEGMENT 2 EXPERIENCE  
SEGMENT 3 EXPERIENCE  

SEGMENT 4
The 5 experience 

segments for 

leisure flyers

EXPERIENCE  
SEGMENT 1

Low Cost  
Carl

Luxury Leisure 
Larry

Easy Travel 
Edward

Positive Flyer 
Pam

Always Early 
Erica
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Comparing the  
experience segments
Details on leisure flyer  
segments Low Cost 

Carl

(N=152, 26%)

Luxury Leisure 
Larry

(N=97, 17%)

Easy Travel 
Edward

(N=126, 22%)

Positive Flyer 
Pam

(N=76, 13%)

Always Early  
Erica

(N=132, 23%)

Age Boomer (> 50) Boomer (> 50) Gen X  
(33–49)

Gen Y  
(18–32)

 Gen X & Y 
(18–49)

Income $25–74K > $100K $75–149K < $50K $50–99K

Gender Equal Male Equal Female Female

Urbanicity Suburb City Suburb/Medium city Small city City

Top Providers1 •	Southwest

•	Delta

•	Delta

•	Others

•	Southwest

•	Delta

•	Southwest

•	American Airlines

•	Southwest

•	Delta

Top Attributes •	Quality

•	Presentation

•	Presentation

•	Support

•	Quality

•	Presentation

•	Presentation

•	Quality

•	Presentation

•	Quality

Top Features2 •	Extended  
seat space

•	All inclusive  
ticket

•	Extended seat 
space

•	Best-in-class  
arrival time

•	Best-in-class  
arrival time

•	Reasonably new 
aircraft interior

•	Reasonably new 
aircraft interior

•	Best-in-class  
arrival time

•	Best-in-class  
arrival time

•	Moderate  
seat space

Additional •	Most price  
sensitive

•	Most influenced 
by positive 
experiences when 
repurchasing

•	Includes highest 
portion of people 
unlikely to switch 
airlines

•	Highest frequency 
of positive  
moments of truth 
monthly

•	Most influenced 
by negative 
experiences when 
repurchasing

•	Highest portion 
of people likely to 
switch airlines

•	Highest frequency 
of negative  
moments of truth 
monthly

•	Most influenced 
by positive 
and negative 
experiences when 
repurchasing

EXPERIENCE  
SEGMENT 5EXPERIENCE  

SEGMENT 2 EXPERIENCE  
SEGMENT 3 EXPERIENCE  

SEGMENT 4EXPERIENCE  
SEGMENT 1

EXPERIENCE  
SEGMENT 5

EXPERIENCE  
SEGMENT 2 EXPERIENCE  

SEGMENT 3

EXPERIENCE  
SEGMENT 4

EXPERIENCE  
SEGMENT 1

Low Cost  
Carl

Luxury Leisure 
Larry

Easy Travel 
Edward

Positive Flyer 
Pam

Always Early 
Erica

1 Segment respondents cited these airlines as top of mind when it came to customer service, support and overall customer 
service. Responses are likely influenced by the survey respondent’s geographic location and air carrier choices most  
readily available to them.

2 Segment respondents valued these airline features the most. However, these features may or may not be those manifested 
by the Top Providers selected. Closing any gap between the features manifested by Top Providers and those preferred by 
respondents should be seen as a market opportunity to grow revenues and strengthen customer relationships.



How’s it different?
Unlike traditional market segmentation 
which is usually based purely on demo-
graphics, Experience Segments—the  
market segment groups identified by  
Experience Radar—are defined by the  
types of experiences they value.
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2012 experience segments
Experience Radar’s  
air traveler segmentation

How’s it done?
Respondents are pooled and divided into  
segments based upon the air travel features they 
value, behavioural dimensions (like usage rate 
and loyalty, etc.) and some demographic data.

How can I use it?
The Experience Segments identified in  
this report help you target your experience-
based offerings toward those who will  
value them most.

EXPERIENCE  
SEGMENT 2 EXPERIENCE  

SEGMENT 4
The 4 experience 

segments for business

travelers

EXPERIENCE  
SEGMENT 1 EXPERIENCE  

SEGMENT 3

Meeting Maven 
Melissa

Price Matters 
Paul

Premier Status 
Peter

Career Starter 
Craig
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Comparing the  
experience segments
Details on business  
traveler segments

Meeting Maven 
Melissa

(N=54, 20%)

Price Matters 
Paul

(N=69, 25%)

Premier Status 
Peter

(N=62, 23%)

Career Starter 
Craig

(N=86, 32%)

Age Gen X & Y  
(18–49)

Boomer (> 50) Gen X  
(33–49)

Gen X & Y  
(18–49)

Income $100–149K > $150K > $150K < $75K

Gender Female Male Male Equal

Urbanicity Small city Major suburb Major city Major city/Suburb

Top Providers1 •	US Airways

•	Others

•	Delta

•	US Airways

•	United

•	Southwest

•	Southwest

•	JetBlue

Top Attributes •	Quality

•	Presentation

•	Quality

•	Presentation

•	Presentation

•	Quality

•	Quality

•	Presentation

Top Features2 •	Best-in-class  
arrival time

•	Moderate  
seat space

•	Best-in-class  
arrival time

•	Extended 
seat space

•	Moderate  
seat space

•	Best-in-class  
arrival time

•	Best-in-class  
arrival time

•	Extended 
seat space

Travel  
Frequency

•	Less than once  
a month

•	Less than once  
a month

•	Monthly •	Monthly

Additional •	Highest portion 
of people likely to 
switch airlines

•	Highest frequency 
of positive  
moments of truth 
monthly

•	Most influenced 
by negative 
experiences when 
repurchasing

•	Most price  
sensitive

•	Highest portion of 
people unlikely to 
switch airlines

•	Highest frequency 
of  negative 
moments of truth 
monthly

•	Most influenced 
by positive  
experiences when 
repurchasing

EXPERIENCE  
SEGMENT 2 EXPERIENCE  

SEGMENT 3 EXPERIENCE  
SEGMENT 4EXPERIENCE  

SEGMENT 1

EXPERIENCE  
SEGMENT 2

EXPERIENCE  
SEGMENT 3 EXPERIENCE  

SEGMENT 4

EXPERIENCE  
SEGMENT 1

Meeting Maven 
Melissa

Price Matters 
Paul

Premier Status 
Peter

Career Starter 
Craig

1 Segment respondents cited these airlines as top of mind when it came to customer service, support 
and overall customer service. Responses are likely influenced by the survey respondent’s geographic 
location and air carrier choices most readily available to them.

2 Segment respondents valued these airline features the most. However, these features may or may not 
be those manifested by the Top Providers selected. Closing any gap between the features manifested 
by Top Providers and those preferred by respondents should be seen as a market opportunity to 
grow revenues and strengthen customer relationships.
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Experience Radar  
measures the core  
attributes of  
customer experience

The 5 core attributes of  
airline customer experience

&#1

e

R

_

SOCIAL BELONGING 5
Enhancement of  
customer’s personal 
brand and connection 
with others 

SUPPORT 2
Ease of obtaining  
service help, both 
before and after  
purchase 

ACCESSIBILTY1
Ease of accessing  
and using an  
offering

QUALITY3
Accuracy, speed, 
breadth and  
value of an  
offering

PRESENTATION 4
Aesthetics,  
arrangement and 
description of  
an offering
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Experience Radar  
uncovers the impact  
of experiences
Airlines leisure

Hit your margin directly with Aces,  
but don’t ignore the impact of the rest 

Experience Radar ranks flying features by  

relative importance to air travelers as well as  

potential economic impact on carriers. The chart 

on the right maps each of the features measured 

by their value to both groups. The features  

fall into four categories that—in the world of 

customer experience—we call aces, wild cards, 

table stakes, and fold. Ace features can help  

you hit your margin targets, while other features 

can drive emotional goodwill and generate  

ancillary benefits across the organization.

Airlines leisure: Customer vs. company value

1  Nice to have features with moderate to high economic returns 
2 Must have features with low economic returns           
3 Relative feature importance assigned by customers
4 Estimated incremental feature margin contribution to airline assuming 
 (Low = 0-6%, Medium = 7-10% and High = >10%)
5 Flight cancellations/delays, additional fees, in-flight entertainment, reward points, personal preferences, 
 and priority treatment were also tested and fell in this quadrant. While customers do seem to value 
 these features to some degree, they produce little impact on company margins. These features may 
 move to other quadrants in subsequent years. 

Note: Staff Attitude, Flight Search, and Check-in Options not displayed due to 
limited customer and company value
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Low HighCompany value4

On-time arrivals

Table Stakes2

Fold5 Wild Cards

Aces1Aircraft interior

Issue resolution

Seat comfort

This chart shows the air travel features customers say they are willing to pay for, as 
compared to those they report valuing the most. Study participants were asked to make 
feature trade-offs when discrete features where presented in comparison with one 
another. These are the features that came out on top. That said, it’s quite possible that 
respondents could have made different choices—or prioritized them in a different way—
had the study simply measured absolute responses independent of conjoint comparisons.
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Experience Radar  
uncovers the impact  
of experiences
Airlines business

Hit your margin directly with Aces,  
but don’t ignore the impact of the rest 

Experience Radar ranks flying features by relative 

importance to air travelers as well as potential 

economic impact on carriers. The chart on the 

right maps each of the features measured by  

their value to both groups. The features fall into 

four categories that—in the world of customer 

experience—we call aces, wild cards, table 

stakes, and fold. The more valuable the feature  

is to both passengers and carriers (that is, high  

on both axes), the greater potential for making a 

real contribution to value.

Airlines business: Customer vs. company value

1  Nice to have features with moderate to high economic returns 
2 Must have features with low economic returns           
3 Relative feature importance assigned by customers
4 Estimated incremental feature margin contribution to airline assuming 
 (Low = 0-6%, Medium = 7-10% and High = >10%)
5 Flight changes, aircraft size, reward points, aircraft interior, personal preferences, and priority treatment 
 were also tested and fell in this quadrant. While customers do seem to value these features to some 
 degree, they produce little impact on company margins. These features may move to other quadrants 
 in subsequent years.
 
Note: Staff Attitude, Flight Search, and Check-in Options not displayed due to 
limited customer and company value
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Low HighCompany value4

On-time arrivals

Table Stakes2

Fold5 Wild Cards

Aces1

Issue resolution

Seat comfort

Upgrade options

This chart shows the air travel features customers say they are willing to pay for, as 
compared to those they report valuing the most. Study participants were asked to make 
feature trade-offs when discrete features where presented in comparison with one another. 
These are the features that came out on top. That said, it’s quite possible that respondents 
could have made different choices—or prioritized them in a different way—had the study 
simply measured absolute responses independent of conjoint comparisons.
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EXPERIENCE  
ENHANCER

EXPERIENCE  
ENHANCER5 6

Recognize  
personal space is 
shrinking—offer  
it at a premium

Create brand  
ambassadors— 
after all, words 
travel

EXPERIENCE  
ENHANCER 2

Be generous with 
the little things— 
because first class 
isn’t always within 
reach

EXPERIENCE  
ENHANCER 1

Don’t damage 
your brand by 
nickel-and-diming, 
focus on overall 
experience

EXPERIENCE  
ENHANCER 3

Manage traveler 
anxiety when bad 
things happen

EXPERIENCE  
ENHANCER 4

Create upsides 
from negative  
moments

2012 experience  
enhancers
Building (and growing) 
your business by designing 
and delivering exceptional 
customer service



Ancillary fees may drive in  
revenues but drive out customers. 
Be thoughtful in what you charge for and 
how it’s packaged.

• Offering all inclusive fares may result in  
lower margins but lead to long-term 
benefits as passengers don’t feel nickel-
and-dimed during the stressful travel 
process

• All inclusive fares also motivate purchase 
by making it easier to compare fares,  
thus reducing choice complexity

• Airlines have the opportunity to  
differentiate by tailoring fare 
bundles to customer segments

EXPERIENCE  
ENHANCER 1

Ancillary fees generate revenue at the expense  

of experience. Simplify things with all inclusive 

fares and generate revenue with valuable add-ons.
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Don’t damage  
your brand by nickel- 
and-diming, focus on 
overall experience

65%Leisure travelers value all inclusive 

over a la carte options, with a  

typical traveler willing to pay 9%  

premium on a bundled ticket

“Charged me $50 for a bag…

when they advertised that the 

first bag flies free.”

Additional fees

C
us

to
m

er
 v

al
ue

Feature improvements

A la carte
fare

Excess bags,
meal

All inclusive 
fare



• Don’t lose out on ancillary fees—
know how and when to implement them. 
Charge fees strategically during the  
travel process to enhance the travel 
experience e.g., “Fit Fare” offered at 
purchase could combine ticket with healthy 
snack and extra leg room for stretching

EXPERIENCE  
ENHANCER 1
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2out of  3

18%
Premium that business 

travelers are willing  

to pay for fully refund-

able fares

• Communicate to business travelers the 
flexibility of refundable fares which 
allow for the unexpected. Perception 
of flexibility that these fares provide 
can command a ticket premium

Flight changes

Business travelers prefer  

fully refundable over  

non-refundable fares1

• Disaggregating ticket prices make it harder 
to understand the value of what you paid—
provide all inclusive fares with the 
addition of premium options to en-
hance the perception of value. Airlines 
may target these aggregated prices based 
on different experience segments.

1 Sample size n = 271

C
us

to
m

er
 v

al
ue

Feature improvements

Non-
refundable

Same-day
stand-by

Fully
refundable

Ancillary fees generate revenue at the expense  

of experience. Simplify things with all inclusive 

fares and generate revenue with valuable add-ons.

Don’t damage  
your brand by nickel- 
and-diming, focus on 
overall experience



Business travelers seek convenience 
from status, not luxury.
Attract them with rewards that lessen  
travel hassles

• Business travelers rank convenience  
1.6x higher than rewards programs 
in influencing their purchase decisions

EXPERIENCE  
ENHANCER 2
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Business traveler sample size n=271, also the footnote has no referent 

Business travelers value rewards programs for the 

convenience that status provides. Frequent travel 

doesn’t always equate to more profits. Provide 

features that make travel hassle free to bring them 

your way.

Be generous with the little 
things—because first class 
isn’t always within reach

Past
Experience

Convenience

Brand

Recommendations

1%

Loyalty/
Rewards

Employer
Deals

27% 22% 14% 12% 5%

Price

19%

• Structure your experiential benefits (e.g. 
rewards programs, credit cards, etc.)  
to provide travel enhancing teasers—
business travelers are tempted by 
basics such as priority boarding, 
priority standby, upgrade priority, 
rebooking priority and extra  
leg room.

Improvements in customer experience beat out economic benefits in influencing 

purchasing decisions 

18% Premium business travelers  

are willing to pay for priority 

boarding and seating



• Offer perks in the social, instead of 
the financial domain—it doesn’t 
always have to be about miles, little 
things like priority tags on checked  
bags make a difference

EXPERIENCE  
ENHANCER 2
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• A rewards program with attainable, 
travel easing features will attract 
profitable business travelers who 
will be enticed to come back and reach 
higher and higher

Be generous with the little 
things—because first class 
isn’t always within reach

“Having boarding privileges  

with my MVP status makes  

my trip pleasant”

“Placed my wife in the seat next to me 

instead of being separated by 20 rows”

“Flight attendant  

offered me extra juice”

“Provided 

excellent food 

and drinks 

(seconds for 

free)” 

“Baggage was lost  

and the airline went  

out of their way to  

find and return it”

 Business travelers value rewards programs for the 

convenience that status provides. Frequent travel 

doesn’t always equate to more profits. Provide 

features that make travel hassle free to bring them 

your way.
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Some hidden truths  
surfaced in this year’s 
Experience Radar

The big question:  
What might this mean 
for the future of your 
business?

2x
More leisure travelers prefer all inclusive 

over a la carte fares 

24% increase in baggage revenues from 2009 to 20101

18%
Additional revenue opportunity 

from offering extended leg room to 

leisure travelers 

Average coach seat pitch shrunk from 33 inches to as 
little as 28-inches2

74 million/year
Bad experiences from delays, cancellations and poor 

communication of changes3

70% of delays and cancellations are due to factors within 
the control of airlines

1 Research and Innovative Technology Administration, Bureau of Transportation Statistics, August 2010–2011, website.
2 Anger in the Air: Combating the Age Rage Phenomenon by Joyce Hunter, Pg 53
3 Estimate—630M**2010 domestic flyers x 18.69% **delays x 1.85%**cancelled x 57.5% of all travelers cite delays,  

cancellations and poor communication as driver of bad experience. 

** Statistics cited from Research and Innovative Technology Administration, Bureau of Transportation Statistics,  
   August 2010–2011, website.



Remove the strain of travel. 
Give your passengers the perception of  
control by proactively providing information

• Passengers want your help managing the 
stress of travel 

EXPERIENCE  
ENHANCER 3

Travelers experience feelings of lack of control 

when they fly. Do your best to ‘hand them the 

reins’—communicating regularly to reduce stress.
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Manage traveler anxiety 
when bad things happen

“Missed my connecting flight…

without asking, booked me 

on next flight so as not to miss 

my anniversary”

Flight delays/cancellations

1 Automated rebooking or an agent calling to rebook. Sample size n = 583

• Offer passengers alternate flight choices 
via self-service options (e.g., IVR, kiosk, 
text) when delays/cancellations occur

• Sharing information gives passengers 
the perception of control and lessens 
anxiety. Simple things such as connecting 
gate information is enough to help passen-
gers breathe easier

C
us

to
m
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 v
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ue

Feature improvements

Get in line

Automatic
Rebooking

Agents calls
to discuss
rebooking

Ease the strain of flight delays/cancellations for 
your passengers without costly agents8 out of 10 Leisure fliers value proactive  

rebooking1



• Travelers appreciate the transparency 
provided by mobile tools such as bag 
tracking or standby list ranking

• Not surprisingly, all passengers value  
on-time arrivals, but for business  
travelers making the meeting is every-
thing. Provide historical on-time 

EXPERIENCE  
ENHANCER 3

Travelers experience feelings of lack of control 

when they fly. Do your best to ‘hand them the 

reins’—communicating regularly to reduce stress.
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Manage traveler anxiety 
when bad things happen

over half Desire an airline that’s  

more than 90% on-time  

during leisure travel1

flight stats, or for consistently delayed 
flights, make priority automatic 
rebooking a premium product

Business travelers 
are willing to pay

Leisure travelers  
are willing to pay

14% vs. 2%

Premium for on-time arrivals

1 Sample size n = 583

Notice that while over  

half of leisure travelers 

want 90% ontime arrivals,  

they are only willing to  

pay a mere 2% extra to  

help guarantee it.



Waiting is frustrating and time 
consuming. 
When travel issues arise, take the opportu-
nity to create great experiences even if the 
responsibility isn’t on you

EXPERIENCE  
ENHANCER 4

Delays and cancellations are unavoidable. But if  

you deal with the situation correctly, you can create 

lasting positive experiences instead of negative ones.
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Create upsides from  
negative moments

58% Bad experiences caused by  

delays, cancellations and poor  

communication of changes

Causes of good experiences1

1 Good Experiences leisure sample size n = 255, business sample size n = 162, combined sample size n = 417

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Accessibility
Presentation
Quality
Support

Good
Business travelersLeisure travelers

5% 1%

33%

60%

Staff attitude
Issue resolution
Other

72%

28%

55%
45%

• Delays and cancellations are 
unavoidable—the way that airlines 
deal with them, however, is the biggest 
source of passenger discontent

• Train employees to be empathetic and 
give them the tools to solve problems— 
3 in 5 travelers mention friendly staff 
and satisfactory issue resolution as 
the way to win them over



• Provide stranded travelers with entertain-
ment (free WiFi, loaner iPads) and snacks. 
Customers feel you’re in it together 
when you provide non-cash resolution 
methods and this lessens the cost for you

• Apologies can have greater impact 
than compensation. But recognize 
when an apology isn’t enough and provide 
compensation accordingly

EXPERIENCE  
ENHANCER 4

Influence of resolution method on leisure fliers
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• Small efforts can change a negative  
experience in to a lasting positive  
one which translates in to financial  
rewards—satisfactory issue resolution  
for leisure travelers offers 9–13%  
margin opportunity

“Airportwas closed due to bad weather…

they took all the snacks off  

the plane to feed the passengers”

likely to repurchase  
after compensation2

likely to repurchase  
after apology1

76%

70%

1 Apology sample size n = 79
2 Compensation sample size n = 73

Empathetic employees 

offering an apology 

can have more impact 

than a travel voucher.

Delays and cancellations are unavoidable. But if  

you deal with the situation correctly, you can create 

lasting positive experiences instead of negative ones.

Create upsides from  
negative moments
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Moments of truth
Powerful events in the  
lives of consumers that  
often define their opinion  
of an airline

72% attribute good experiences  

to staff attitude

A positive moment of truth (MOT) can 

create a loyal customer

attribute bad experiences  

to delays & cancellations

40%
On the flip slide, create a negative moment 

of truth and you have a brand detractor.

The words used most often by those describing  
a positive moment of truth

The words used most often by those describing  
a negative moment of truth

leisure travelers
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Moments of truth
Powerful events in the  
lives of consumers that  
often define their opinion  
of an airline

55% attribute good experiences  

to staff attitude

A positive moment of truth (MOT) can 

create a loyal customer

attribute bad experiences  

to delays & cancellations

39%
On the flip slide, create a negative moment 

of truth and you have a brand detractor.

The words used most often by those describing  
a positive moment of truth

The words used most often by those describing  
a negative moment of truth

business travelers



One size does not fit all. 
Passengers want seating options that give 
them room to breathe 

• Americans are growing with the 
average adult weight nearly 20 pounds 
higher than two decades ago1

• An oversized traveler has a compounding 
impact on those around them. As a  
result, surveyed travelers cited “over-
crowded” conditions and “small 
seats” as negative experience drivers

EXPERIENCE  
ENHANCER 5

No one wants to get stuck in a game of armrest 

wrestling. Sell your passengers the space they crave.
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Recognize personal 
space is shrinking— 
offer it at a premium

18% Premium that leisure travelers  

are willing to pay for improved  

seat comfort

“I was asked to move from my 

seat to accommodate someone 

who was overweight and should 

have purchased two tickets”

1 “In US, Self-Reported Weight Up Nearly 20 Pounds  
Since 1990.” Gallup, 23 Sept. 2011. Web.



• Create personal space to improve 
passenger experience—allow travelers to 
purchase extra leg room, enforce poli-
cies on customer size, or provide recon-
figurable seating. Alternatively create 
perception of space and privacy 
through visual and auditory cues (e.g., 
noise cancelling headphones)

EXPERIENCE  
ENHANCER 5
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Additional leg room offers… 

• Win market share by avoiding the 
move towards regional jets—43% of 
business travelers prefer the space of a 
full-size aircraft and will select to fly 
with you instead

“Stuckin the middle seat between two 

sumo wrestlers...with crying 

babies in the background”

11% to 16%
…margin opportunity for both 

leisure and business travelers

No one wants to get stuck in a game of armrest 

wrestling. Sell your passengers the space they crave.

Recognize personal 
space is shrinking— 
offer it at a premium



Travelers like to commiserate 
about bad experiences. 
Get your passengers talking about their good 
experiences as well

• Amplify your passengers’ positive  
experiences via brand advocates

• Incentivize your customers to share  
their good experiences immediately— 
almost half share their leisure  
travel experiences with others  

EXPERIENCE  
ENHANCER 6

Passengers’ in flight experience is shared with 

hundreds of others. Get them to share their positive 

experiences with those outside the cabin as well.
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Create brand  
ambassadors—after  
all, word travels

2 in 10 never forget a bad leisure  

travel experience and  

continuously tell others about it

within a week of occurrence. A  
simple advocate program can give  
travelers a feeling of ownership and  
help spread the good word

• Some experiences are never forgotten; 
the negative ones can cost you—“Flight 
cancelled after multiple delays, no  
reimbursement given and lost  
luggage. I called consumer advocate 
groups and magazines”

Life span of memorable experiences1

1.4x more bad vs. good experiences linger 
forever and will continue to be shared

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Forever20 years15 years10 years5 years1 year6 month1 month1 week

Good experiencesBad experiences

1 Good experience sample size n = 516, bad experience sample size n = 435;  
Figure assumes those respondents who told forever shared experiences across the other time periods



• Monitor social media to engage and 
respond to customer issues before 
travelers vote with their wallets and leave

• Different generations talk via different 
channels—while older generations are 
20% more likely to prefer in-person 
channels, Gen Y uses social media twice 
as much as other generations 

EXPERIENCE  
ENHANCER 6
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Social media usage by generation2

Age 18–32

Age 50+
6%

Age 33–49
18%

24%

almost 

half
Leisure fliers that 

won’t tell you about 

their bad experiences1

• Develop a multi-channel outreach 
strategy to enable effective brand  
ambassadors, spread the good word,  
and create an engaged customer base

1 Sample size n = 435
2 Sample size n = 583 and specific to leisure travelers

1 out of   3 Use digital channels to share  

leisure travel experiences  

with friends & family

Passengers’ in flight experience is shared with 

hundreds of others. Get them to share their positive 

experiences with those outside the cabin as well.

Create brand  
ambassadors—after  
all, word travels
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The big picture—
Setting a course for  
flying high

• Identify profitable revenue growth

• Improve customer perception of value

• Balance trade-offs between 

 revenue and experience

• Revise go-to-market strategy

• Simulate customer response to changes prior to 

 introducing making investments

• Understand and capture Customer Lifetime Value 

 and implications of negative experiences on it  

1

• Create needs based segmentation

• Develop customer engagement strategy

• Engage customers via two-way communication channels, 

 including social media

• Ineffective customer targeting

• Low customer engagement
2

• Develop digital tools to push real-time information 

 to travelers, including mobile

• Lack of customer transparency regarding 

 travel information
3

• Develop Voice of the Customer program to uncover 

 customer and marketing insights

• Centralize customer information into single view

• Capture additional customer interaction information

• Inability to uncover customer issues

• Multiple and disparate views of customers
4

5 • Redesign organization to support experience goals

• Enable staff to own issue resolution

• Develop metrics and incentives aligned with experience 

• Disjointed customer experience

• Misaligned staff behavior and experience goals

Issues Recommendations

Sales & M
arketing

Technolo
gy

 &
 

Opera
tio

ns

St
ra

tegy

Analytics

Organization

1

5

2

34

So, just how might all of 

this fit together? Here’s one 

attempt at a game plan that 

pulls it all together.

How to address your challenges



PwC is a leading global provider of  
professional services to top-tier public  
and private sector airlines. We bring to  
our clients an in-depth understanding  
of today’s industry issues, as well as  
specialized resources and international 
leading practices that help address the 
business challenges facing today’s carriers.

Understanding the wants and needs of  
air travelers points the way toward  
competitive advantage. PwC’s values-base  
approach to getting inside the minds  
of real passengers—coupled with a  
quantitative DNA that lets us examine  
experiences with an economic filter— 
can be the difference between simply  
listening to customers and truly getting  
to know them. Let us collaborate with  
you to design and deliver differentiating 
customer experiences that put air travelers 
at the very center of your organization.

From strategy through execution, PwC’s 
Advisory services help clients build their 
next competitive advantage. We combine 
the breadth of knowledge of over 33,000 
global professionals with deep industry 
knowledge to deliver custom solutions for 
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PwC’s commitment  
to the airline industry

our clients. A long history of auditing many 
of the world’s largest and most complex 
companies means we really understand the 
unique business challenges our clients face 
better than most consultancies.

PwC’s Customer Impact professionals work 
with companies across a range of industries 
to help them understand how customer wants 
and needs point the way toward competitive 
advantage.

Our airline industry team is part of our 
Transportation and Logistics (T&L) industry 
practice. Clients count on us to thoroughly 
understand their industry environment and 
pressing business issues. To make sure we 
know what’s going on today and can identify 
trends for the future, we regularly convene 
our airline professionals from around the 
world to identify pressure points that are 
common across the global airline industry 
and to explore solutions to the important 
challenges. Our customer centered solutions 
include customer experience management, 
managing customer voice, customer segmen-
tation, marketing effectiveness, passenger 
servicing, identifying ancillary revenue, 
holistic distribution and ecommerce strategy.

Understanding the wants  

and needs of air travelers points 

the way toward competitive  

advantage. 



This year’s Experience Radar study measures 
the experiences of about 6,000 US consumers 
across 11 industries.1 PwC conducted on-line 
field work from May through July 2011. The 
study was designed to uncover experience 
“recipes”, pricing options and linkages to 
customer loyalty.

The Airline industry survey was specific to 
US carriers and US domestic leisure and 
business travelers.

We probe into the consumer responses 
through the lens of “experience attributes”. 
These attributes include the:

• ease of accessing and using an offering

• the ease of obtaining service support 
before and after purchase

• the offerings quality and aesthetics, and

• the degree to which an offering enhances 
a customer’s personal brand or his or her 
connection with others.

By using Adaptive Based Conjoint analysis, 
Experience Radar reveals customer trade-offs 
between different sets of experiential features 
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More about  
our methodology

and the value and willingness to pay consumers 
place on each feature. It also probes into other 
areas like purchase behavior, moments of 
truth (MOT), and word-of-mouth marketing 
within each industry. The study combines and 
assesses these data elements to create a set of 
experience-based insights and a segmentation 
schema for each industry.

Our methodology employs an advanced con-
joint survey technique to reveal insights that 
can be honed to extreme precision. Other, 
more traditional customer experience studies 
typically do not tie to “hard economics” like 
value measures, price elasticity and churn 
metrics. Experience Radar does.

While the results outlined in this report are 
at the industry level, PwC can use the same 
methodology to develop an Experience Radar 
study that is customized to your business  
and identifies business accelerators.

1 Retail (apparel, footware & consumer electronics).  
Retail Banking, Payments, Healthcare Provider, 
Health Insurance, Airlines Leisure, Airlines Business,  
Hotels Leisure, Hotels Business, P&C Insurance,  
and Life Insurance.
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Appendix
The different segments
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Meet “Low Cost  
Carl”

Carl belongs to the market segment with the highest portion of  

price sensitive leisure flyers. He dislikes being nickel-and-dimed 

with additional fees and prefers the ease of bundled ticket pricing.

EXPERIENCE  
SEGMENT 1

AGE

Boomer (> 50)

TOP PROVIDERS1

• Southwest 

• Delta

TOP FEATURES2

• Extended seat space

• All inclusive ticket

INCOME 

$25–74K

TOP ATTRIBUTES

• Quality

• Presentation

ADDITIONAL

• Most price sensitive

GENDER

Equal

URBANICITY

Suburb

1 Segment respondents cited these airlines as top of mind when it came to customer service, support and overall  
customer service. Responses are likely influenced by the survey respondent’s geographic location and air carrier 
choices most readily available to them.

2 Segment respondents valued these airline features the most. However, these features may or may not be those  
manifested by the Top Providers selected. Closing any gap between the features manifested by Top Providers  
and those preferred by respondents should be seen as a market opportunity to grow revenues and strengthen  
customer relationships.
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Meet “Luxury Leisure 
Larry”

Larry belongs to the market segment with the highest portion  

of high income leisure flyers. He values a comfortable seat with  

extended legroom more than those in any of segment, and wants  

to arrive at his vacation on-time. He is the flier most influenced  

by positive experiences when repurchasing.

EXPERIENCE  
SEGMENT 2

AGE

Boomer (> 50)

TOP PROVIDERS1

• Delta

• Other

TOP FEATURES2

• Extended seat space

• Best-in-class arrival time

INCOME 

$100K

TOP ATTRIBUTES

• Presentation

• Support

ADDITIONAL

• Most influenced by positive  
experiences when repurchasing

GENDER

Male

URBANICITY

City

1 Segment respondents cited these airlines as top of mind when it came to customer service, support and overall  
customer service. Responses are likely influenced by the survey respondent’s geographic location and air carrier 
choices most readily available to them.

2 Segment respondents valued these airline features the most. However, these features may or may not be those  
manifested by the Top Providers selected. Closing any gap between the features manifested by Top Providers  
and those preferred by respondents should be seen as a market opportunity to grow revenues and strengthen  
customer relationships.
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Meet “Easy Travel
Edward”

Edward represents the segment of travelers for which the basics  

are critically important. He values quality, on-time arrivals and 

departures, and a reasonably new aircraft interior.

EXPERIENCE  
SEGMENT 3

AGE

Gen X (33–49)

TOP PROVIDERS1

• Southwest

• Delta

TOP FEATURES2

• Best-in-class arrival time

• Reasonably new aircraft interior

INCOME 

$75–149K

TOP ATTRIBUTES

• Quality

• Presentation

ADDITIONAL

GENDER

Equal

URBANICITY

Suburb/Medium city

1 Segment respondents cited these airlines as top of mind when it came to customer service, support and overall  
customer service. Responses are likely influenced by the survey respondent’s geographic location and air carrier 
choices most readily available to them.

2 Segment respondents valued these airline features the most. However, these features may or may not be those  
manifested by the Top Providers selected. Closing any gap between the features manifested by Top Providers  
and those preferred by respondents should be seen as a market opportunity to grow revenues and strengthen  
customer relationships.
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Meet “Positive Flyer
Pam”

Pam belongs to the market segment with the highest portion of  

fliers unlikely to switch airlines. They value new aircraft interiors 

and on-time arrivals. She is the flier most influenced by negative 

experiences when repurchasing.

EXPERIENCE  
SEGMENT 4

AGE

Gen Y (18–32)

TOP PROVIDERS1

• Southwest

• American Airlines

TOP FEATURES2

• Reasonably new aircraft interior

• Best-in-class arrival time

INCOME 

< $50K

TOP ATTRIBUTES

• Presentation

• Quality

ADDITIONAL

• Includes highest portion of  
people unlikely to switch airlines

• Highest frequency of positive  
moments of truth monthly

• Most influenced by negative  
experiences when repurchasing

GENDER

Female

URBANICITY

Small city

1 Segment respondents cited these airlines as top of mind when it came to customer service, support and overall  
customer service. Responses are likely influenced by the survey respondent’s geographic location and air carrier 
choices most readily available to them.

2 Segment respondents valued these airline features the most. However, these features may or may not be those  
manifested by the Top Providers selected. Closing any gap between the features manifested by Top Providers  
and those preferred by respondents should be seen as a market opportunity to grow revenues and strengthen  
customer relationships.
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Meet “Always Early  
Erica”

Erica belongs to the market segment with the highest portion of  

leisure flyers willing to switch airlines for a better experience.  

They value on-time arrivals more than any other segment, and  

are the most influenced to return to an airline where she has had  

a good experience.

EXPERIENCE  
SEGMENT 5

AGE

Gen X & Y (18–49)

TOP PROVIDERS1

• Southwest

• Delta

TOP FEATURES2

• Best-in-class arrival time

• Moderate seat space

INCOME 

$50–99K

TOP ATTRIBUTES

• Presentation

• Quality

ADDITIONAL

• Highest portion of people  
likely to switch airlines

• Highest frequency of negative  
moments of truth monthly

• Most influenced by positive  
and negative experiences when 
repurchasing

GENDER

Female

URBANICITY

City

1 Segment respondents cited these airlines as top of mind when it came to customer service, support and overall  
customer service. Responses are likely influenced by the survey respondent’s geographic location and air carrier 
choices most readily available to them.

2 Segment respondents valued these airline features the most. However, these features may or may not be those  
manifested by the Top Providers selected. Closing any gap between the features manifested by Top Providers  
and those preferred by respondents should be seen as a market opportunity to grow revenues and strengthen  
customer relationships.
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Meet “Meeting Maven
Melissa”

Melissa’s market segment contains the highest portion of  

business travelers willing to switch airlines for a better experience. 

Melissa and her segment value on-time arrivals more than any 

other group, and they are the most influenced to return to an  

airline when they’ve had a good experience.

EXPERIENCE  
SEGMENT 1

AGE

Gen X & Y (18–49)

TOP PROVIDERS1

• US Airways

• Others3

TOP FEATURES2

• Best-in-class arrival time

• Moderate seat space

INCOME 

$100–149K

TOP ATTRIBUTES

• Quality

• Presentation

ADDITIONAL

• Highest portion of people  
likely to switch airlines

• Highest frequency of positive  
moments of truth monthly

• Most influenced by negative 
experiences when repurchasing

GENDER

Female

TRAVEL FREQUENCY

• Less than once a month

URBANICITY

Small city

1 Segment respondents cited these airlines as top of mind when it came to customer service, support and overall  
customer service. Responses are likely influenced by the survey respondent’s geographic location and air carrier 
choices most readily available to them.

2 Segment respondents valued these airline features the most. However, these features may or may not be those  
manifested by the Top Providers selected. Closing any gap between the features manifested by Top Providers  
and those preferred by respondents should be seen as a market opportunity to grow revenues and strengthen  
customer relationships.

3 These are a mix of other airlines not including Southwest, United, Delta, US Airways or American.
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Meet “Price Matters
Paul”

Paul is representative of the business traveler most sensitive to price.

EXPERIENCE  
SEGMENT 2

AGE

Boomer (> 50)

TOP PROVIDERS1

• Delta

• US Airways

TOP FEATURES2

• Best-in-class arrival time

• Extended seat space

INCOME 

> $150K

TOP ATTRIBUTES

• Quality

• Presentation

ADDITIONAL

• Most price sensitive

GENDER

Male

TRAVEL FREQUENCY

• Less than once a month

URBANICITY

Major suburb

1 Segment respondents cited these airlines as top of mind when it came to customer service, support and overall  
customer service. Responses are likely influenced by the survey respondent’s geographic location and air carrier 
choices most readily available to them.

2 Segment respondents valued these airline features the most. However, these features may or may not be those  
manifested by the Top Providers selected. Closing any gap between the features manifested by Top Providers  
and those preferred by respondents should be seen as a market opportunity to grow revenues and strengthen  
customer relationships.
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Meet “Premier Status
Peter”

Peter’s segment includes the highest portion of business travelers 

earning greater than $150,000 per year. He values extended  

legroom and on-time arrivals. His segment values upgrades  

more than any other, wanting a premium experience.

EXPERIENCE  
SEGMENT 3

AGE

Gen X (33–49)

TOP PROVIDERS1

• United

• Southwest

TOP FEATURES2

• Extended seat space

• Best-in-class arrival time

INCOME 

> $150K

TOP ATTRIBUTES

• Presentation

• Quality

ADDITIONAL

• Highest portion of people  
unlikely to switch airlines

• Highest frequency of negative  
moments of truth monthly

• Most influenced by positive  
experiences when repurchasing

GENDER

Male

TRAVEL FREQUENCY

• Monthly

URBANICITY

Major city

1 Segment respondents cited these airlines as top of mind when it came to customer service, support and overall  
customer service. Responses are likely influenced by the survey respondent’s geographic location and air carrier 
choices most readily available to them.

2 Segment respondents valued these airline features the most. However, these features may or may not be those  
manifested by the Top Providers selected. Closing any gap between the features manifested by Top Providers  
and those preferred by respondents should be seen as a market opportunity to grow revenues and strengthen  
customer relationships.
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Meet “Career Starter
Craig”

Craig belongs to the market segment with the highest portion  

of business travelers earning less than $75,000 per year.  

This group also has the highest portion of younger people.  

Despite his demographic difference from the other segments,  

he also values on-time arrivals and extended legroom.

EXPERIENCE  
SEGMENT 4

AGE

Gen X & Y (18–49)

TOP PROVIDERS1

• Southwest

• JetBlue

TOP FEATURES2

• Best-in-class arrival time

• Extended seat space

INCOME 

< $75K

TOP ATTRIBUTES

• Quality

• Presentation

ADDITIONAL

GENDER

Equal

TRAVEL FREQUENCY

• Monthly

URBANICITY

Major city/Suburb

1 Segment respondents cited these airlines as top of mind when it came to customer service, support and overall  
customer service. Responses are likely influenced by the survey respondent’s geographic location and air carrier 
choices most readily available to them.

2 Segment respondents valued these airline features the most. However, these features may or may not be those  
manifested by the Top Providers selected. Closing any gap between the features manifested by Top Providers  
and those preferred by respondents should be seen as a market opportunity to grow revenues and strengthen  
customer relationships.



While the results outlined in this report  
are at the industry level, PwC can use the  
same methodology we’ve used here to  
develop a customized Experience Radar  
study and uncover opportunities to  
accelerate your business. 

If you’d like to discuss these findings or  
how PwC can help you apply them to your  
business, contact:

Paul D’Alessandro

(312) 298-6810 
pmd@us.pwc.com

Jonathan Kletzel

(312) 298-6869 
jonathan.kletzel@us.pwc.com
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We hope these insights 
prove useful to your 
business
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